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Bundle up

Go the extra mile in the cold
BY LETTIE HAVER

ered an email from Jim
Shearer of Angola who sent
along a photo three generations of his family sharing
a First Hike of their own on
the trails of Marion’s Woods
— a shorter hike suited for
shorter, but no less intrepid,
legs in their crew.
On the occasion of
sharing this photo with you,
Jim shares his perfectly apt
sonnet on Marion’s Woods
penned in recognition of his
friend, for whom the place
is named. This place was
named for Marion Eberhardt,
late wife of Art Eberhardt,
both of whom are Jim’s
friends and who, like Jim,
were early ACRES members
PHOTO CONTRIBUTED
and long-time supporters and
From left, Adam Miller, wife Emily, their son Weston, Anna, Georgia (hidden from
volunteers for ACRES and
view), her husband Aaron in front, daughter Heidi, Noelle (Adam and Emily’s
other groups.

lhaver@acreslandtrust.org

Do you find yourself
craving the comforts of
home this time of year?
Part of me yearns to be
smothered in blankets on
the couch, snuggled up with
coffee, books and critters.
From my office window
overlooking the trails of the
Tom and Jane Dustin Nature
Preserve, I can see I’m not
alone. The trails are a little
less crowded as temperatures
drop.
Still, I see you. So many
folks, families and new
ACRES friends are bundling
up, getting out and going the
extra mile in the cold. Are
your smiles wider for the
effort of braving temps and
facing the cold? Even seeing
your enthusiasm energizes
me. But there is nothing like
the balm of firsthand experience.
An ACRES member with
two young daughters stopped
by the office this week.
His girls protested a recent
hike. Their parents insisted.
They needed it after their
holiday hustle. As they all
got moving through the treed
trail along Cedar Creek on
the James P. Covell Nature
Preserve south of Auburn,
their children lightened up,
dropped their complaints and
engaged. They had a blast.
It’s like that, inside and out.
We protest. We can learn to
move and breathe right past
all that to enjoy.
I appreciate the unique
luxury of working on an
ACRES preserve. Several
mornings, before my
workday begins, I take a
quick hike. I hear little
inner voices lately: “It sure
looks warm in the office.”
Consistently, these voices
quiet as I get moving and
breathing, crunching along
on the crisp, partially frozen
trails. Gratitude arises with
each step. I can invigorate
this body, I can participate
in the organization, in the
natural world directly, far
from my computer screen or
couch. I love this land and I
remember it most when I’m
on it — it helps me shed the
thoughts that hold me back
from gratitude.
ACRES’ recent Jan. 1
First Hikes brought together
groups of folks who saw
value in venturing out in
the winter. Fifty-six people
joined us for our hike on the
Tom and Jane Dustin Nature
Preserve in Huntertown; 23
trekked the trails of Wing
Haven near Angola.
Later that week, I discov-

daughter), Sally and Jim Shearer at Marion’s Woods prior to the family’s first hike of
2019.

A quiet time in
Marion’s Woods

A city woods: a rare but
welcome place
Where young and old can
walk or play
or rest
In peace
away from
day’s
incessant
pace;
How fare
we all so
well from
Marion
this bequest! Eberhardt
Bequest to
us in loving mem’ry of
A gentle soul now gone in
life, but not
From warmest reminiscence of her love
Of nature and its gift to
quiet thought.
The tow’ring cherry, oak
and hickory
Abound throughout this
lovely, urban wood;
Their whisp’ring leaves
and branches seem to say,
“Be still, breathe deep
and easy as you should,
For here we grant you
calmness to conserve
While shedding burdens
in this rare preserve.”
— Jim Shearer

Facebook page.
If you’re reading books —
poetry or prose — on preservation, nature or land, will
you consider joining ACRES
for our next event?
• Members-only Book
Club Round-robin, 6 p.m.,
Friday, Tom and Jane Dustin
Nature Preserve, 1802
Chapman Road, Huntertown.
Bring your favorite nature
book(s) to share and chat
about while gathered ’round
the fire. If you’re up to it,
come early and hike the extra
mile. Membership starts at
$25 and helps protect land —
forever. Join at acreslandtrust.
org/join or call 637-2273.
LETTIE HAVER is the outreach
director for ACRES Land
Trust, a local nonprofit
supported by members and
donors. ACRES members
help protect 7,000 acres
and growing, on over 100
properties in the tristate area
forever. More than 70 miles of
trails are free from dawn to
dusk: acreslandtrust.org/
preserves.
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People cross over a creek that runs through Wing
Haven Nature Preserve during the first hike of the year
on Jan. 1.

If you are staying inside
a little more in the cold, I
can’t blame you and I hope
you’re enjoying yourself. You
can participate in preservation from afar as you choose.
I’m hearing from folks who
are immersing themselves in
indoor winter time and feeling
quite rested or even reinvigorated by crafting, making art,
learning, revisiting favorite
nature reads or documentaries.
Planning outdoor adventures
and work. Watching outdoor
adventurers on ACRES’

Why are there so few birds?
Two weeks ago, I rode
I intended to make two lists
with my younger daughter
as we drove, one of the
and son-in-law as they drove species of bids I saw as we
to the home of my younger
traveled and one of the state
son, north of Detroit.
license plates I saw.
We went to visit and
It’s nearly 200
to go to a college
miles to my son’s
football bowl game.
home, 200 miles for
I rode in the back
me to spot birds. I
seat and watched for
anticipated seeing
birds, of course.
a number of birds.
The day we drove
But I saw only one.
to Detroit was a
Nearly two hundred
gloomy one. The
miles through fields
OUTDOOR and woodlands, by
sky was gray and
dull and light rain
NOTES rivers and lakes, and
fell on and off. The
I saw just one bird.
temperature was
bird was on
Neil Case theThat
above freezing but
edge of the road.
a cold wind made
It was dead, a mass
it feel colder than
of matted black
the thermometer
feathers, the remains
indicated.
of a turkey vulture that had
We passed the place near been hit and killed along the
my home where the great
highway.
kiskadee had been seen and
We had crossed the
it would have been great to
Indiana-Michigan state line
start a bird list with a visitor when we saw the turkey
from the south. But there
vulture. The summer range,
were no cars parked on the
not the winter. Turkey
grass by the highway, no
vultures feed on carrion but
birders out near the cars. The their bills are not strong
kiskadee was gone.
enough for them to feed on
I rode in the back seat,
frozen carrion. That bird
watching the scenery,
should have been somewhere
looking for birds and reading south, not in Michigan in
license plates, when I could. mid-winter.

•

I had a good visit,
enjoyed seeing the football
game and I hoped I’d see,
I anticipated I’d see, more
birds as we drove home. And
we did, many more, but the
number was largely because
we saw a flock of Canada
geese, 50 or 60 of them. As
for other species, in addition
to Canada geese, I saw
five crows, flying, and one
sandhill crane, also flying.
I saw the license plates
of more states than I saw
species of birds. I saw
Indiana and Michigan of
course. I saw Ohio, Illinois,
Wisconsin, Georgia and
ASHLEE HOOS
Minnesota (the teams
A cardinal and sparrow sit on a branch at Trine State
we saw in the football
Recreation Area.
game were Georgia Tech
and Minnesota). We saw
one, probably a red-tailed
been able to identify little
California, Texas, Arizona,
hawk, or a kestrel.
birds like juncos and tree
Maine, New York and New
I didn’t see any of the
sparrows if they had been
Jersey, South Carolina and
little birds that we call
flying, but I might if they had
Florida.
winter birds, birds that
been feeding on the ground
Now I’m home, sitting
come from farther north and along the edge of the highway
at my computer, and trying
spend the winter in northern and flushed as we passed.
to think of why I didn’t see
Indiana and farther south.
But why weren’t there
more birds on the trip to
There are two dark-eyed
more birds? Could global
Detroit and back. We drove
juncos and a tree sparrow
warming have anything to do
nearly 400 miles and we saw on the feeder outside my
with it?
less than a 100 birds, only
study window now, as I
four species.
write. I didn’t see any snow
NEIL CASE is a retired
I didn’t see a single hawk. buntings.
naturalist who lives near
I had expected to see at least
I would likely not have
Albion.

Let nature
have its
own way
BY AMY OBERLIN

aoberlin@kpcmedia.com

The Indiana that Maurice
McClue and Gene StrattonPorter documented in books
and journals at the turn of
the 19th century was filled
with birds and wildlife and
wide open spaces.
McClue, an attorney
and legislator who lived
in Steuben County, and
Stratton-Porter, an author
and Rome City resident,
revered nature at a time
that it was plentiful. Both
documented concerns about
loss of wildlife and natural
places and encouraged
conservation.
McClue and StrattonPorter have long since left
their human forms but their
message lives on. Even
in today’s industrialized,
development-centered
society, people enjoy the
Gene Stratton Porter State
Historic Site in Geneva and
the McClue Reserve in rural
Steuben County.
Stratton-Porter and
McClue consciously
preserved land, not just for
their own uses, but to share
with the public in perpetuity.
With the spirit of past
environmentalists whispering
nearby, local Hoosiers can
follow their lead by making
their own backyards a place
where nature lives.
“Permaculture may not
be a household word, but
the concept behind it is
worth considering for home
landscapes and in communities of all sizes,” said an
article published by the
Arbor Day Foundation.
Permaculture is a contraction of “permanent agriculture.” The idea is to create
sustainable human environments by growing gardens or
landscaping in harmony with
nature.
Characteristics of
permaculture include:
• Small scale, intensive
use of land
• Species diversity, each
with a role to play
• Long-term sustainability
• A combination of wild
and domestic species
• Conservation, re-use,
self-regulating
• Mimicking naturally
inherent traits of the land,
plants and animals
The Arbor Day Foundation used the idea of
incorporating fruit trees into
an urban landscape as an
example of permaculture.
Adding bee hives would
encourage pollination and
help restore the honeybee
population, which in past
years has seen an alarming
decline.
Stratton-Porter and
McClue dedicated much
time and writing to the
concepts and beauty of the
natural world. In a time
when human practices
nudge nature to the side,
it may be enlightening to
plant something and watch
it grow. Some of what the
Earth had to offer before
people started changing it
would be a nice complement
to modern planning.

Bulletin
•

Red wolf traced in Texas
DALLAS (AP) —
Researchers say a pack of
wild canines found frolicking
near the beaches of the Texas
Gulf Coast carry a substantial
amount of red wolf genes.
The finding has led to a
new understanding that the
red wolf DNA is remarkably resilient after decades
of human hunting, loss of
habitat and other factors
had led the animal to near
decimation.
The red wolf was declared
extinct in the wild in 1980,
but some were captured for
a successful captive breeding
program.

